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You may have to use a more complex regex to match the string exactly. If you want to just detect any occurrence of a certain number of spaces and commas in a line, and save them, you could do something like
this: import re def prepareData(result): data = [] for line in result: if re.findall(r'\s\s+', line): data.append(re.sub(r'\s\s+', ', ', line)) if re.findall(r'\s\s+', line): data.append(re.sub(r'\s\s+', ', ', line)) return data Q:

Allowing users to play around in the data space I have some data with a lot of useful information, but part of it requires a user to do some research and I'm not sure how to go about this. I want the user to be able
to browse the data but I also want the user to be able to play around in the data space. For example, if I have this data data = { {'Time' : "00:10:30", 'A1' : 2.344234, 'B1' : 1.816752, 'C1' : 5.532552}, {'Time' :

"00:12:50", 'A1' : 5.326368, 'B1' : 0.775875, 'C1' : 2.825104}, {'Time' : "00:16:00", 'A1' : 5.377724, 'B1' : 0.778929, 'C1' : 5.651301}, {'Time' : "00:18:40", 'A1' : 0.924657, 'B1' : 1.676673, 'C1' : 1.631376},
{'Time' : "00:23:30", 'A1' : 1.578984, 'B1' : 2.
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How to get joker full movie download blu-ray movies freeAvatarpcgameserialkeyfreedownload. How to get joker full movie download blu-ray movies freeDownload superboy full movie lenghtv. joker full movie
download blu-ray movies freeMeet mr shazam apk download site.Babar paytm is trading daily.The following interviews were conducted by student volunteers with soccer players to gain a better understanding of
the challenges faced by these young athletes. Olimpia, Peru (FCM): Name: Hernan Cedeno Birthdate: August 4, 1990 Birthplace: Lima, Peru Height: 6'3" Weight: 179 lbs. Position: Defender I am currently playing

with one of the biggest professional clubs in Peru, Olimpia. I’ve played with them since I was 12 years old. I try to learn as much as possible from the coaches because they are very important to me.
Professionally, I can say that I have a lot of goal-scoring capabilities. The reason why is that, even as a defender, I try to shoot whenever I can. But I also try to be very involved defensively. After the game, I reflect
on it and try to learn from it. It’s important to analyze and think more about the things that happen in the game, for example the team’s tactics, since it takes place in a short space of time. As a professional I live

at the national club in Peru. And to do well at the national level, you need to train every day. You need to be a perfectionist in everything you do in football. Recently, I was at the club site training camp, and
training with my teammates was an extremely fun and positive experience. Being able to train with them every day and to have them make me feel like a true professional is what I like most about living at the

national club. I have played many matches for the national team and have been on the list for the U-20 Men’s South American Championship. I think I have the maturity that is needed to play for the country, even
though I’m still a young player. I can’t wait to continue to learn and get experience. Training is what keeps me motivated. It’s a lot of fun to train with
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